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On the Ground
2010-09-30

the black panther party suffers from a distorted image largely framed by television and print media including the panthers own newspaper these sources
frequently reduced the entire organization to the bay area where the panthers were founded emphasizing the panthers militant rhetoric and actions rather
than their community survival programs this image however does not mesh with reality the panthers worked tirelessly at improving the life chances of the
downtrodden regardless of race gender creed or sexual orientation in order to chronicle the rich history of the black panther party this anthology
examines local panther activities throughout the united states in seattle washington kansas city missouri new orleans louisiana houston texas des moines
iowa and detroit michigan this approach features the voices of people who served on the ground those who kept the offices in order prepared breakfasts
for school children administered sickle cell anemia tests set up health clinics and launched free clothing drives the essays shed new light on the black
panther party re evaluating its legacy in american cultural and political history just as important this volume gives voice to those unsung panthers
whose valiant efforts have heretofore gone unnoticed unheard or ignored

Dangerous Grounds
2008-01-01

something s hot in seattle and it s not just the espresso the seattle steam series madison s needs are simple all she wants are two things make ooo la
latté the newest trend in espresso and seduce the sexiest cop in seattle but things aren t going exactly as planned first gabe s a little hung up on the
fact that she s his best friend s little sister and he s determined to keep his hands off second her shop gets robbed by the increasingly violent
espresso bandit and now she s the only one who can identify him gabe whisks her into hiding for her own protection but soon finds his heart is under
assault by the luscious and persistent madison but no matter where they hide danger follows on such dangerous grounds the trick will be to live long
enough to keep the flame alive

Keeping Secrets in Seattle
2013-02-25

keeping secrets in seattle by brooke moss seattle hairstylist violet murphy always knew the day would come when her best friend gabe parker would want to
settle down she d secretly wished it would be with her but now that he s chosen someone else the prim perfect alycia he wants vi to be his best man
healing her broken heart isn t easy but when violet meets landon harlow a man who isn t fazed by her funky style and less than delicate attitude she
takes a step in the right direction until gabe s fiancé s gorgeous façade begins to crack and violet s disturbing past comes back to haunt her that is vi
now finds herself armed with a series of lies that would break gabe s heart and his engagement if he knew their truth and a secret from their childhood
that could change everything with the wedding looming her relationships unraveling and the bachelor party of the century to plan violet must choose
between a fresh start with landon or confronting her painful past and risking it all for a chance at a future with gabe



I-90 Two-way Transit and HOV Operations, King County
2004

when sienna peters breaks into a secret laboratory at the institute where she works she doesn t expect to end the night cuffed in the back of a van with
her brother s friend glaring at her and claiming he works for a government agency that investigates preternatural cases and that s not even the biggest
surprise she s in for rescuing almost feral shifters from a secret lab is a complicated dangerous mission but federal agent warrick donovan doesn t shy
away from danger finding sienna sneaking around the lab is a complication he didn t plan for though years ago for her own safety and his he pushed her
away before anything could happen between them but now keeping her close seems the safest bet at least until he figures out how much she knows and how
involved in the lab she is trust is difficult when there are this many secrets to keep but they could have it all if they just let go each book in the
savage series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order series order book 1 savage hunger book 2 savage betrayal book 3 savage revenge

Revised Ordinances of the City of Seattle
1893

if you re religious about your coffee you re in holy company if you like your coffee with a bit of inspiration a hint of humor and a dose of insight you
ll enjoy pouring a mug full of java and curling up with holy grounds popular author and avid coffee drinker tim schenck brews just the right blend of the
personal and historical as he explores the sometimes amusing and often profound intersection between faith and coffee from the coffee bean s discovery by
ninth century ethiopian muslims to being condemned as satan s drink by medieval christians to becoming an integral part of passover in america coffee has
fueled prayer and shaped religious culture for generations in holy grounds schenck explores the relationship between coffee and religion moving from
faith based legends that have become entwined with the history of coffee to personal narrative he takes readers on a journey through coffee farms in
central america a pilgrimage to seattle coffeehouses in rome and a monastic community in pennsylvania along the way he examines the power of ritual mocks
bad church coffee introduces readers to the patron saint of coffee wonders about ethical considerations for today s faith based coffee lovers and
explores lessons people of faith should learn from coffeehouse culture about building healthy authentic community

Savage Hunger
2017-07-31

single mom anna bishop doesn t want help from anyone but she does need a superhero for the birthday party she s has planned for her seven year old
luckily her best friend s brother agrees to suit up and play the role when architect clark wainwright agrees to do his sister a favor he never expects to
end up in a pair of tights not to mention the tight spot he ends up in when he creates trouble for his sister s best friend clark is a fixer and he ll do
whatever it takes to fix the problem he causes for anna and help her keep her son whatever it takes even of it means proposing anna could do with a
little rescuing but it just might be clark who gets saved in the end



Holy Grounds
2019-04-02

a teenage boy rescues his alaska bush pilot father who has crash landed on a lake between juneau alaska and atlin british columbia

The Favor
2017-05-22

alicia flint loves her small town community and her career but her livelihood as a lawyer depends on her spotless reputation so she can t exactly let go
and have fun with just any man a chance encounter with a stranger at a friend s wedding seems like the perfect chance to indulge in something she s never
done before have a red hot one night stand former cop gill baron has come to jamesville to visit friends and figure out what s next for him he likes the
town and when a friend suggests he could help out on an investigation he considers making his visit something more permanent it seems a little like fate
when the woman who needs an investigator turns out to be the same woman he can t get out of his head after a scorching night gill wasn t looking for a
relationship and the town is quickly abuzz with the news of the local lawyer and her one night stand but the attraction between her and gill is too deep
to deny each book in the jamesville series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order book 1 discovering dani book 2 the way home book 3 the
return of patrick o rourke book 4 the seduction of shamus o rourke book 5 a legal affair book 6 by the book book 7 past promises

Hearings
1936

cort is in blue ridge for a job he plans to catch up with old friends and enjoy the challenge of rewiring a plantation home for a new client what he didn
t plan for was running into the woman he had an explosive one night stand with five years ago blue can t believe the man who s come to fix her wiring is
the same one she met in a savannah riverfront bar five years ago memories of that hot night together still cause tremors but the chill in his eyes
reminds her how that night ended how she left him to wake up alone the next morning but this time blue has nowhere to run heated words and some angry sex
should be the end of it all but this kind of heat isn t extinguished easily each book in the blue jeans and hard hats series is a standalone story that
can be enjoyed in any order series order book 1 sweet caroline book 2 cracklin rosie book 3 forever in blue jeans

Hearings
1936

advances in ground source heat pump systems relates the latest information on source heat pumps gshps the types of heating and or cooling systems that
transfer heat from or to the ground or less commonly a body of water as one of the fastest growing renewable energy technologies they are amongst the
most energy efficient systems for space heating cooling and hot water production with significant potential for a reduction in building carbon emissions
the book provides an authoritative overview of developments in closed loop gshp systems surface water open loop systems and related thermal energy



storage systems addressing the different technologies and component methods of analysis and optimization among other subjects chapters on building
integration and hybrid systems complete the volume provides the geological aspects and building integration covered together in one convenient volume
includes chapters on hybrid systems presents carefully selected chapters that cover areas in which there is significant ongoing research addresses
geothermal heat pumps in both heating and cooling modes

Navy Department Appropriation Bill for 1936
1935

finalist for the 2021 oregon book award rooted in the pacific northwest the essays in ruby mcconnell s ground truth a geological survey of a life cover
the vast terrain of this region from volcanoes to city parks the eroding shorelines along the oregon coast badlands lush forests and city parks combining
her background as a registered geologist mcconnell s essays also weave in personal landscapes composed of grief loss and optimism for the future of our
environment the pacific northwest that you see today is the result of forty years of radical changes in the culture and economics of what was once a
resource extraction and agriculture driven region they are changes so fundamental in nature and scope that for those of us from this place will always be
marked by the cataclysmic eruptions of mt st helens on may 18 1980 ruby mcconnell in this collection of 17 essays geologist ruby mcconnell opens her part
natural history part memoir in essays about the pacific northwest with the cataclysmic eruption of mt st helens in may of 1980 she was two years old
everything that i have stood direct witness to since everything i know about this place happe

Navy Department Appropriation Bill for 1937
1936

jinx malone didn t expect her first story as publisher of the hill country herald to be a murder she thought moving from new york to rowan country would
mean an end to hearing those kinds of calls on the police scanner the story also puts her up close and personal with the know it all new sheriff in town
a man who has more of an effect on her than she d ever admit to rowan country was supposed to be a quieter job where sheriff dillon cross could get over
a bad case of burnout but after only a few weeks on the job someone finds a dead body in a ditch and dillon is butting heads with the sexy local reporter
they get on like two angry hornets trapped in an upturned glass but soon it s more than heated barbs they re exchanging of course their new beginning
could be overrun with past mistakes coming back to haunt them both

American Ground Transport
1974

the most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments taxes money management home ownership and many other personal
finance topics



Navy Department Appropriation Bill for 1937
1936

these essays are an exercise in self examination a meditation on the author s life and interests as they have evolved over time part memoir and part
reflection on the broad range of human concerns essays explores memories of the author s early years and family life as well as some of the extensive
international traveling he has done throughout the years since other essays delve into his experiences of solitude art and literature astronomy evolution
the nature of time consciousness museums world history and the holocaust this wide ranging collection of essays preserves and presents howard giskin s
experiences and the lessons he s learned thought provoking and contemplative essays encourages deeper thinking in an age of quick fix entertainment
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